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The unbeleivable success of Hyundai Santro and also the Santro Xing has allowed Hyundai to
launch oe another small car that will be replacing the two really well. it seesm that by launching the
Hyundai i10, the company made a strong entry in to the market that draw in not just the Hyundai
loyalists but even meets the needs of the graet number of audience.

Talking about the Interiors, it can be said that the scheme of the two-tone colour offers the car air of
richness which is attached to the cars that are superior in the segment. The knobs & plastics
provides perfect feel. what makes it stand apart is the positioning of the gear shift lever that has
been located on centre console. This facilitates great amount of floor space used perfectly by
endowing it with the helpful storage space in addition to the cup holders. The space is enough
spaces for carrying things starting from wallet or mobile phone to the bottles that has the capacity of
litres. There is enough of space for the luggage space, which is quite decet though the deep loading-
lip can be the reasion for concern at the time of loading and unloading baggage. In terms of the
interior, the car is bang upto mark. The seats in the Front are being shaped in the manner it
supports the best in all accurate places. The driving position is ideal, rear bench being firm pampers
you providing perfect level of comfort. Hyundai cars in india are much popular.

Hyundai i10 reviews says that it is capable of taking you up from 15kmph to 120kmph, without
letting the car fee hault the way others do at the low speed. Productively the engine is similar to the
1.1 litre that supports Getz 1.1 also and further it is beefed up model of the much admired Santro,
involving more of power that is being rated at 67 horses to the oeak plus iRDE pasted over it. Santro
lies at an end of spectrum, and the Getz at the another end, the i10 can be placed in between the
two, this is in terms of the pacement of the product. it can manage 6.8kmpl at the highway, Hyundai
i10 place rubber over 12.3 kn of the road before the tank of the fuel gets emptied with just single litre
of at th etime it is running on the roads. Its handling is normal uptill the point where there is not too
much to demand from chassis. Steering is an delight to make use of and there is no confusion being
noticed even when the speed is really high. Steering wheel feels good to be hold, the fanatics,
though driving need to understeer bit heavily and the tubeless skinny tyres will be shouting for
kindness. Hyundai i10 Price will definitely surprise you.
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